
Digital Screen Advertising Trial Competition Terms and Conditions 

This PayPoint One digital screen advertising competition (the “Competition”) is being run by 

PayPoint Network Limited (“PayPoint”) and is only open to eligible PayPoint retailers that received 

in September 2020 an email, letter or phone communication from PayPoint (the “Trial 

Communication”) informing them of their selection to participate in PayPoint’s digital screen 

advertising trial (the “Advertising Trial”).  

 

1. Competition Period: 00:00 23 September 2020 to 23:59 on 21 December 2020 (the 

“Competition Period”). 

 

2. Eligibility: Retailers who received the Trial Communication and are participating in the 

Advertising Trial, of whom only such retailers:  

 

a. that have been current PayPoint retailers (meaning they have not served or 

had served on them notice to terminate their PayPoint relationship) both 

throughout the Competition Period and at the time of prize awarding; and 

b. that remain participating in the Advertising Trial for the duration of the 

Competition Period; and 

c. that submit during the Competition Period a photograph to 

pp1screens@paypoint.com of their PayPoint One terminal displaying the digital 

advertising on its front display screen  

will be eligible to receive a prize.  

 

3. When submitting your photograph, you must include your PayPoint site number. You must not 

include any faces or persons in your photograph. Any photographs containing faces or persons 

will be disregarded. 

 

4. Only one photograph per store will be accepted. You may withdraw from participating in the 

Advertising Trial by contacting PayPoint at pp1screens@paypoint.com, upon which PayPoint 

will contact you to confirm your withdrawal. However, if you withdraw from the Advertising Trial, 

you will become ineligible to participate in the Competition, even if you have already submitted 

a photograph.    

 

5. If you wish to withdraw eligibility from this Competition after submitting your photograph, please 

email pp1screens@paypoint.com by 23:59 on 21 December 2020. 

 

6. Prize Awarding: The 10 retailers will be randomly drawn 28 days after the Competition Period 

ends, and will each received a £100 Amazon voucher.  

 

7. Vouchers will be issued electronically and sent to the winning retailer’s email address, as 

registered with PayPoint. Prizes are not transferable or exchangeable unless otherwise stated 

and cannot be redeemed for cash or any other form of compensation. In the event for any 

reason a prize winner does not take any element of the prize at the time stipulated by PayPoint, 

then that element of the prize will be forfeited by the winner and neither cash nor any other form 

of compensation will be supplied in lieu of that element of the prize, unless otherwise agreed. If 

due to unforeseen circumstances the prize is not available, PayPoint reserves the right to 

substitute another prize for it, in its sole discretion, of equal or higher value. 
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8. In all aspects of this Competition, the PayPoint’s decision is final and no correspondence will 

be entered into regarding the promotion. If a winning retailer or their entry is deemed not to 

comply with these terms and conditions, the entry will be discarded and a new winner of the 

prize will be determined by PayPoint. PayPoint reserves the right to not award some prizes if 

less than 10 retailers attain eligibility (as set out in paragraphs 2 to 6 above) by time of drawing. 

Further, PayPoint reserves the right to revoke the award of any prize that is not consistent with 

the spirit of the promotion and that retailer’s entries will be disqualified and any prize award will 

be void. 

 

9. Winner Notification: winning retailers will be contacted and prizes issued by email no later 

than 28 days after the drawing takes place.  

 

10. By accepting any prize, winners will be deemed to have accepted and be bound by the terms 

and conditions. 

 

11. Data: As a condition of receiving any prize, winning retailers will agree to being identified as a 

prize winner (for transparency in running this Competition) and to participating in any 

reasonable promotional activity (such as publicity and photography) surrounding the winning of 

the prizes, free of charge, and for PayPoint using their names and images in promotional 

material, including that with third parties. Retailers may refuse to provide such consent, however 

will not receive any prize and such prize will be re-awarded.  

 

12. Any data supplied as part of this Competition will be used as set out in these terms and for 

standard running of PayPoint services. For further information on how PayPoint uses your data, 

please see our privacy policy at https://www.paypoint.com/en-gb/retailer/privacy-statement. 

 

13. The name and county of the winning retailers may be obtained within 2 months of the end of 

the Competition Period by sending an email to pp1screens@paypoint.com with “Digital Screen 

Advertising Trial Competition”. 

 

14. General: PayPoint accepts no responsibility for, network failure or delay resulting in late, 

incomplete, incorrectly submitted, corrupted or misdirected entries to this Competition. Further, 

PayPoint and its associated agencies and companies will not be liable to any prize winners for 

any loss (including, without limitation, indirect, special or consequential loss or loss of profits), 

expense or damage which is suffered or sustained (whether or not arising from any person’s 

negligence) in connection with this Competition or accepting or using any prizes. 

 

15. Amazon and its associated agencies and companies are not liable or responsible in any manner 

for the running or awarding of this Competition. Use of any prizes will be subject to Amazon’s 

standard voucher and/or applicable product terms. 

 

16. If for any reason any aspect of this Competition is not capable of running as planned, PayPoint 

may (in its sole discretion) cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Competition, or invalidate 

any affected entries (this includes, without limitation, by reason of infection by computer virus, 

network failure, bugs, tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failures or any 

cause beyond the control of the PayPoint which corrupts or affects the administration, security, 

fairness, integrity or proper conduct of this Competition). 

https://www.paypoint.com/en-gb/retailer/privacy-statement
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17. This Competition will be governed by laws of England and the jurisdiction of the Courts of 

England. 

 

Promoter: PayPoint Network Limited, 1 The Boulevard, Shire Park, Welwyn Garden City, 

Hertfordshire, AL7 1EL 


